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1. Introduction. By extending considerably the methods used by Sim-
mons in the first paper I, and by Stelford and Simmons in the second paper II,
we shall obtain results that include as special cases all theorems of I, II (cf. the
definition of remarkable properties in this section and Theorems 5, 8, 9 and 12).
We shall explain in more detail what we do in this paper after we recall from I a
few definitions that we use here.

If a solution x ---- (xl, x) of any given equation with which we deal is
obtained by Kellogg’s process of minimizing the variables xl, x_l in this
order, one at a time, we shall denote it by w and call it the Kellogg solution of
the given equation. For the equations that we consider the Kellogg solution is
(except in 14) one in positive integers, it always belongs to the general class
of solutions that we admit, namely, that in which x, ..., x_ are positive
integers and xl -< x2 -<_ =< x. These solutions include all positive integral
solutions and are called E-solutions (for extended solutions, beyond those in
positive integers). Thus, for a very simple example, the Kellogg solution of

x x 2/7 is x w (4, 28) and its E-solutions are (4, 28), (5, 35/3),
(6, 42/5), and (7, 7). From Theorem 2, p. 887, of I, we know that 28 (=w.) is
the largest number that exists in any E-solution of the given equation and that
28 appears in no E-solution of this equation except w. Furthermore, if
P(x, x) P(x) is any symmetric polynomial in xl, x with no negative coef-
ficient, and if P(x) is not a mere constant, Theorem 3 of I contains the following
statement as a very special fact" if x X is any E-solution of the equation

x- x- 2/7 other than its Kellogg solution w, then P(X) < P(w).
Where nothing is said to the contrary, we adopt generally the definitions and

notation of I, II. Thus P(x) stands for a polynomial of the type defined above
except that P(x) contains n variables instead of 2; and with i >= 0 and j equal to
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